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Motivating Questions

I I want to ascend safely, making a three minute safety stop at
20ft, boarding the boat with 500psi still in my tank. How
much gas do I need when I start up?

I We need 75 minutes of bottom time to set up our survey
stations. How much gas do we need?

I Should we bother with Nitrox, or will we run out of air before
we hit our no-decompression limit?

I Who should be my buddy so we both run out of bottom-gas
at about the same time?

I My buddy is my girlfriend. Should I carry a bigger tank? How
much bigger?
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Problems with PSI

I Gas consumption increases with depth.

I If I breath 200psi in five minutes at 33ft, I will breath 300psi in
that same five minutes at 66ft.

I Gauges measure pressure, not volume.

I A small steel tank at 3550psi may contain the same volume as
an aluminum tank at 3000psi.
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SAC Rate

I Air consumption is volume, measured in cubic feet or litres.
Air consumption varies with depth.

I SAC stands for “Surface Air Consumption”

I It is the volume of gas (cuft) you would have consumed, over
the course of a dive, if you stayed on the surface.

I Let G be gas in volume (in Cubic Feet), p be pressure (in BAR
or ATA), and t be time (in minutes). Your SAC Rate is then,

SAC rate =
G

p · t
.

I For most new divers, this value is around .75 cuft /min, and
usually ranges between .35 and 1.0. (The “bar” is implied.)
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How much Gas for my Safety Stop?

I want to ascend safely (from 90 ft), making a three minute safety
stop at 20 ft, boarding the boat with 500psi still in my tank. How
much gas do I need when I start up?

I My SAC rate is about .5 cuft/min.

I My dive computer allows an ascent rate of 30ft/min, so the
ascent will take 3 minutes, at an average depth of 45ft.

I 45ftsw = (1 + 45/33)bar ≈ 2.4bar.
I So, the ascent will require,

2.4bar · 3min · .5 cuft /barmin = 1.2 cuft /min · 3min = 3.6 cuft .

I For the three minute stop, I require,

.5
cuft

bar · min
· 3min · 1.6bar = 2.4 cuft .

I So, in total, I need six cubic feet of gas.
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What PSI to head up?

I To translate 6 cuft to my pressure gauge, I need to consult my
tank’s specifications.

I My Luxfer AL80 has a “full” capacity of 77.4 cuft at 3000 psi.
So, 3000/77.4 ≈ 39psi/ cuft.

I So, I will use 39psi/ cuft ·6 cuft = 234psi on my way up, and
need to start up when my gauge reads 734psi.
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Calculating SAC - Constant Depth Swim

I Descend to a specific depth (preferably deeper than 30ft).
Record starting psi, swim for five to ten minutes, and record
ending pressure.

Gas Consumed =
(psi start − psi end)

tank psi / cuft

SAC Rate =
Gas Consumed

pressure · time

I Example
1500psi − 1000psi

39 psi / cuft
= 12.82 cuft

12.82 cuft

2bar · 10min
= 0.64 cuft /min
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From Dive Computer

I Your dive computer will report average depth for a dive.

I Using that number, you can calculate your SAC rate for the
dive from your start and ending psi.

Gas Consumed =
(psi start − psi end)

tank psi / cuft

SAC Rate =
Gas Consumed

avg. pressure · time
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From Computer Software

I Download your dive to your desktop.

I Enter your tank information.

I Dive computer will calculate your SAC Rate.

I Example of great dive software (free and open source):
https://subsurface-divelog.org/.
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